OCLC ILL Statistics:
The power of data to help you rule your ILL world
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• An overview of the key Interlibrary loan statistics available at your fingertips

• An in-depth introduction to the OCLC ILL Assessment tools

• An opportunity for you to share your thoughts with your ILL colleagues

• What kind of statistics/report/data do you need from OCLC?
WHAT DOES MEGO!!! MEAN?
How to log-in to OCLC stats

To log into OCLC Stats, you will need your 9 digit authorization and password

100123456 (no dashes (-) needed)
XXXXX
132127254: Diary of a wimpy kid: dog days

- Send Request
- Purchase Request
- Open Access
- Cancel Request

Request Details (Request ID 132127254)
LIVE DEMO OF SERVICE
OCLC ILL Statistics

- Guaranteed availability by the 10th of each month
- Provides statistics for any service that utilizes the WorldShare ILL service
  - ILLiad
  - CLIO
  - OCLC Navigator
  - Other external ILL system that connect with WorldShare ILL
DISCUSSION
Audience participation

• What kind of statistics/reports/data do you need from OCLC?

• How do you use the data provided to show the value of your ILL service?
Thank you!

Tony Melvyn
Product Manager
melvynt@oclc.org

Because what is known must be shared.